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ON THE SPECTRUM OF TOWERS

HAROLD DONNELLY1

Abstract.  A new relation  is derived between  the spectrum of a noncompact

Riemannian manifold M and certain sequences of compact quotients of M.

1. Introduction. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with isometry group

Iso(M). A tower is a sequence of subgroups Tl C \so(M), i > 1, where each T, acts

freely and properly discontinuously with compact quotient T, \ M. Of course, T,\M

is a compact Riemannian manifold. Moreover, we assume that the following

requirements are satisfied: (a) for each /', F¡ is a normal subgroup of Fx, (b)

HT, = 1, and (c) r,+ , is of finite index in T,. The last condition actually follows

from the compactness of r, \ M. We denote Y — Tx.

For each i, the Laplacian A, is a selfadjoint operator on L2(T, \M). Furthermore,

A, has a pure point spectrum consisting of discrete eigenvalues. Let N,(X) be the

number of eigenvalues, for A,, which are less than À. The asymptotic behavior of

jVi A), as X — co, is an object of classical interest [2].

In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic growth of N:(X) as ; ^ co, for fixed X.

The idea is to relate N,(X), when / -> co, to the spectral theory of the noncompact

manifold M. Since M is complete, its Laplacian is essentially selfadjoint on C^(M).

This means that A extends to a unique selfadjoint operator A: L2M — L2M.

Let/G C0x>(/?+). For any j, the Laplacian A has pure point spectrum, since

Fj\M is compact. Consequently, the operator/(A;) has finite rank. In particular,

/( áj): L2( Tj \ M ) -> L2( Tj\M) is trace class.

Of course, since M is noncompact, its Laplacian may have continuous spectrum.

Consequently, /(A): L2M — L2M need not be trace class in the usual sense.

Nevertheless, we will show that/(A) is trace class in the von Neumann algebra of

bounded operators on L2M which commute with T. Let Trr be the trace in this von

Neumann algebra, as studied by M. F. Atiyah [1].

The main result of this paper is

Theorem 1.1. For any f E CQ( /J+ ), a continuous function of compact support, one

has

Tr/(A,)    =    Trr/(A)

7™voi(r,\M)    voi(r\M)'

Here VohT^ \M) denotes the volume of Tj \ M. Recall that T = Yx.
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If M admits a transitive group of isometries, then our results are well known

[5,6,11]. In fact, strong theorems were proved for symmetric spaces by DeGeorge

and Wallach [6]. These earlier papers inspired the present work.

2. The heat kernel. The main object of the present section is to provide the

analytic machinery for the proof of our main theorem. However, the results obtained

may have intrinsic interest.

We begin with

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Tj, j> 1, is a tower of subgroups, as defined in the

Introduction. Set

d; = inf   inf d(x, yx)
yeTjXlEM

where d is the geodesic distance on M. Then dj -> oo, as j — <x>.

Proof. Since T \M is compact, there is a compact set B in M with TB = M. For

convenience, we may suppose that B is a ball of radius r, about some point p E M.

As usual, we employ the notation r = T,.

Recall that each T¡ is a normal subgroup of F. Therefore, we may write

d = inf   inf d(x, yx) = inf  inf d(x, yx).
yer^eM yerjXSB
yi±\ y^=l

We now reason by contradiction. If our conclusion fails, then there is a sequence

y¡ G r,, so that d(p, y¡p) is bounded. More specifically, d(p, y¿p) < r' for some r'

and ally.

Let B' be the ball of radius r' about p. Then B' intersects an infinite number of its

T translates. This contradicts the fact that T acts properly discontinuously.

In the author's earlier paper [7], the main objects of study were the operators

exp(-iA) and exp(-/A7), for t > 0. These fundamental solutions of the heat equation

problem are given by smoothing kernels,

exp(-/A)g(x) = / exp(-fA)(x, y)g{y) dy

and

exp(-fAj)h(x) = f    exp(-/A )(x, y)h(y)dy
JTI\M

for g E L2M and h E L2(YS \M). The kernels appearing are C00 functions for í > 0

and arbitrary x, y.

The basic information needed now is contained in

Lemma 2.2. For any t > 0, we may write

exp(-/Ay)(x, x) = exp(-/A)(x, x) + 0{e-c>/l).

Here, the constant cj,-* oo as j -* oo. This estimate is uniform for t in a compact

subinterval of (0, oo).
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Proof. Theorem 4.3 of [7] states that exp(-eA;)(;t, y) — 1y(irexp(-tA)(x, yy) in

the sense of uniform convergence.

In particular, for x — y, one has

exp(-t&j)(x, x) = exp(-/A)(.v, x) +   2 exp(-/A)(jc, yx).
yer,
y#l

The main estimate of [7, p. 491] gives

2 exp(-/A)(jt,Y*) = o{e-ad^').

Here a is a fixed constant, independent of j. Moreover, dy is as given in Lemma 2.1.

Set Cj = ad2. The result now follows from Lemma 2.1.

By isometry invariance of the heat kernel, one has, for x E M and y£r,

exp(-íA)(x, x) — exp(-tA)(yx, yx). Thus cxp(-tA)(x, x) may be considered as a

function on T \ M.

The main result of this section is

Theorem 2.3. For any fixed t > 0, one has

Tr(e-'A<)    _f^Me-'Hx,x)dx_     Trre-'A
lim

v.« voi(r,\M)        voi(r\M)        voi(r\M)'

Here Vol denotes the volume. Moreover, the convergence is uniform for t in a compact

subinterval of (0, co ).

Proof. The second equality, and the fact that exp(-rA) is T-trace class follow

from [l.pp. 63-64].

To prove the first equality, we write

Tr( e"'*-)    _/r,xJi#«"Mx.*)*fc

Vol(r,\M) Vol(r,\A/)

By Lemma 2.2, one has

Tr(e-'A<)    _ Jr,,Me-,£i(x,x)dx
0(e-<>").

voi(r,\M)        voi(r,\M)\   j i \   j /

However, using the isometry invariance of the heat kernel, we have

Tr(e-'A<)    _   jr^e-Hx.x)

Vo\(Tj\M) Vo1(T\M:
+ 0(ff-r-/').

Recall that T = T, and each r, is a normal subgroup of T.

Letting7 — oo, we obtain Theorem 2.3.

By using known estimates of the heat kernel, for manifolds M with bounded

geometry, one deduces
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Corollary 2.4. Suppose that M is simply connected and has nonpositive curvature.

Then, for each fixed X > 0, we may write

to       N/X)       *(4«)-"2e\°".
^„VqlClVvAi)

Here n is the dimension of M.

Proof. For any / > 0 and a > 0, one has, by Theorem 2.3,

aTr(e"A)  _ ajr,Me-'A(x. x) dx

>™Vca(ry\M) Vol(r\A/)

By comparison with the Eucliden heat kernel [9], it follows that exp(-íA)(x, x) <

(4irt)'"/2. To do this comparison, one needs that M is complete, simply connected,

and of nonpositive curvature.

Thus

r      «Tr(e"A') ^ ,.     ,-n/i
hm -/- «(477-0      «•
y-oo voi(r;\M)

Now choose a = e'x, so that ae~'y > 1 for y < X.

Then, for any t > 0,

—       tyiX) aTr(e-'A0       ,,     ,_„/2  lX
hm -f--« hm -;r-'-^(4-nt)   ' e,x.

,■_„ Vol(r,\M)     )-~V<A(Tj\M)

Corollary 2.4 follows by choosing t = \/X.

Similarly, one may write

Corollary 2.5. Let C, be a lower bound for the injectivity radius of M, and C2 an

upper bound on the absolute value of the sectional curvature of M. Then

_       NAX)
lim -/ « QX"/a.

¡^ Vol(r7xM)

Here, C3 depends only upon Cx and C2. Moreover, n is the dimension of M.

Proof. Under the given hypotheses, it is well known [3,4 and 8] that

exp(-tA)(x,x) < CAt'n/2.

The constant Q depends only upon C, and C2.

Given this estimate, one follows the proof of Corollary 2.4, with small modifica-

tions.

To see that these upper bounds have the correct dependence upon À, it is useful to

consider an example. Let r \M be an «-torus. More specifically, T;\M — S;X Sy

X • • • XS, where S is a circle of circumference/ For this example, it follows by the

geometry of numbers that

hm -~- = (4tt )      —;—- .
y-oo \o\(Tj\M) r(«/2+l)

Note that this is compatible with Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5.
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3.  Proof of Theorem  1.1.  The proof of our main  theorem  follows,  by  an

approximation argument, from Theorem 2.3.

In preparation, we recall the elementary lemma,

Lemma 3.1. Let f E C0(R + ). Then f may be uniformly approximated by finite linear

combinations of exponentials exp(-tx), t > 0.

Proof. Suppose that 0 < x < oo and make the change of variables v = e~x,

0 < v< 1. Define g(y) = f(x). Then g G Co((0,1]).

Given e > 0, the Weierstrass approximation theorem gives a polynomial close to

g(y) - 2 «,y
i = 0

<e/2.

Since g(0) = 0. it follows that \a0\<e/2. Thus \g(y) - l%xa,y'\< e.

Changing back to the variable x gives the required estimate |/(x) — S"= ,a,e <

We turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1.

If/G C0(R+ ), then define, for x E R+ , g(x) = f(x)e\ Of course, g E C0(R+ ).

Now g(A) is bounded on LrM. Also, by Theorem 2.3, e_A is of trace class in the von

Neumann algebra of bounded operators commuting with Y. According to [Lp. 59],

the trace class operators form a two-sided ideal in this von Neumann algebra.

Consequently,/(A) = g(A)e"A is T-traceclass.

Using Lemma 3.1, we may choose a sequence gk(x), of polynomials in e~x, which

uniformly approximate g(x). Then, one has for any j.

Trr/(A) Tr/(A)

VoHTnA/)      Vol(r,\M)
+ <5D2 +

where

9,

"D2 =

Trrg(A)e-A      Trrg,(A)e-A

Vo\(Y\M)

Trrg,(A)e-A

Vol(T\M)

Trg,(Ay)e-A

Vol(T\M) \o\{Yj\M)

and

"D, Trgk(^)e-^      Trg(Ay)e-^

voi(r,\M)      voi(r,\M)

The spectral theorem for selfadjoint operators implies that g^A) converge strongly

to g(A). Therefore, by employing [l,p. 63], we may choose k sufficiently large so

that öD, «e/3.
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To estimate fy3, note that

%<  sup \gk(x)-g(x)\
x£R*

Tr(e-A>)

Vol(Tj\M)
*C|  sup \gk(x) - g(x)

xeR*

by Theorem 2.3. Here C, is a positive constant. So, by choosing k sufficiently large,

we have ^ «S e/3, for ally.

Now, fix k so that ÓD, + ^3 « 2e/3. By Theorem 2.3, we have <î>2 « e/3, for y

sufficiently large.

In conclusion, we have shown that

Trr/(A) Tr/(A,)

Vo\(Y\M)      Vol(Tj\M)

for j sufficiently large. This proves Theorem 1.1.

4. Applications of Theorem 1.1. The main use for Theorem 1.1 is that one can

employ information about the spectrum of A to deduce facts concerning the

spectrum of A , for j suitably large. In many cases, it is easier to investigate the

Laplacian of the noncompact manifold M than to study directly the Laplacian on

the compact quotients T¡ \ M.

Let Nj(X) denote the number of eigenvalues of Ay which are less than X. Suppose

one lets X,( M) be the greatest lower bound for the Laplacian on M. By the minimax

principle,

fec?M   {f,f)2

A basic consequence of Theorem 1.1 is

(4.1) XX(M)

Corollary 4.2. (i) IfX<Xx(M), then

Nj(\)
lim sup
r«    Vol(i>M)

= 0.

(ii) IfX> Xx(M), then

lim inf-i-r
7-00   Vol(r,\M)

>0.

Proof, (i) Let/ G Co([0, XX(M)\) be equal to one on the interval [0, X). Then, for

anyy, one has N/X) < Tr/(A;). Since/(A) = 0, Theorem 1.1 gives

Nj(\)
, lim _lLáAl_ = o.lim sup

^0OFvoi(ry\M)   ,-oc voi(ry\M)

(ii) This is an elementary result which follows easily from Dirichlet bracketing.

Denote A to be the Laplacian on a fundamental domain for r, with Dirichlet

boundary conditions. Let N-(\) be the number of eigenvalues of A less than X.

The minimax principle gives the inequality A^(A) > A7(A), for eachy. Similarly,

from (4.1), one has /V(a) > 0 fory sufficiently large, since X > XX(M).
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However, translating by a finite set of coset representatives for Yk C Yj, k >j, the

isometry invariance of A gives

*,(*)      ^      Ñk(X)

Vol(Tj\M)     Vol(rk\M)

So this ratio increases as the index y increases.

Assembling these facts, one has

NÂX) Ñk+,(X) Ñk(X)
lim inf-;- > lim inf —
j •oc voi(r,\M)     .-oo  voi(r,+,\M)    voi(r,\M)

for any k. Since the right-hand side is positive for k sufficiently large, the proof of

Corollary 4.2 is complete.

If M has variable negative curvature bounded above by -c2, then XX(M) >

(d — \)2c2/4, where d is the dimension of M [12]. Thus, one may apply Corollary

4.2(i) to deduce that

NAX)
lim sup-;- = 0
^o=    Vol(r^M)

forX<(d- \)2c2/4.

Another interesting extension of Theorem 1.1 is

Corollary 4.3. Suppose that the Laplacian A of M has no point spectrum. Then

Tr/i(A7)    =   TrrMA)

y™ voi(r,.\A/)    voi(r\M)

where h is the characteristic function of any bounded interval in R+ .

Proof. Let h be the characteristic function of the interval [A,, A2]. Choose

continuous functions fk, gk satisfying the following conditions: (i) 0 =s fk =£ h «s gk «

1, and (i\)fk(x) = h(x) = gk(x) unless | x — A, |< \/k or | x — X21< \/k.

Clearly, Tr/¿(A,-) ^ Tr/i(Ay) =£ Trg^A,-) for each./ and Ä:.

Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we have

TrrA(A) .  .   Tr^(Ay) Tih(^)      ,  Trrg,(A)
(4.4)    -;- «ihm inf-;--=£hmsup-;- < .,    .„--

Vol(T\M)       7-oc   Vol(r,\M)       r/Vol(ry\M)      \o\(Y\M)

for any k.

Set fk(x) = f(x)ex, gk(x) = g(x)ex, and h(x) = h(x)ex. Then, the spectral the-

ory for selfadjoint operators gives that/¿(A) and gA(A) converge strongly to h(A).

Here, we use the fact that A has no point spectrum.

Given this strong convergence, we may apply [1, p. 63] to write

hm Trr/*(A) =  lim Trr/^(A)e-A = TrrÁ"(A)e"A = Trr/i(A).
k — oo k — oo

In particular, the factorization h(â) = A(A)e"A shows that /i(A) is of T-trace class

[l,p. 59]. Similarly, Trrg¿(A) converges to Trr/i(A) as k — oo.

Corollary 4.3 now follows by referring to (4.4).
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If M is a symmetric space of noncompact type, then A has no point spectrum on

functions in L2M [10]. In this case, Corollary 4.3 was proved by DeGeorge and

Wallach [6].
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